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BCLP Global Inclusion & Diversity Client Relationship Partner, Daisy Reeves, has today been ranked

as the 5th most influential LGBTQ* Executive in the world in the globally recognized OUTstanding

LGBT+ Role Models Lists, which recognizes and ranks the most senior LGBTQ* leaders in business,

worldwide, who are making the workplace more welcoming for the LGBTQ* community.

Recognized internationally as a champion in the corporate I&D space, in 2021 Daisy was appointed

as BCLP’s inaugural Global Inclusion & Diversity Client Relationship Partner. This is a first-of-its-kind

role in the legal sector allowing her to focus exclusively on collaboration and thought leadership

with clients and communities on best, and next, practice in diversity, equity and inclusion across

BCLP’s 30 international offices, in an effort to actively shift the needle on inclusion, globally. 

Daisy has concentrated much of her work this year on the intersection between mental health,

disability and LGBTQ* and engaged with a broad range of clients and communities to increase

awareness around the importance of inclusion, psychological safety and inclusive leadership within

the global corporate workplace, particularly during COVID.

“We are thrilled that Daisy has been recognized by OUTstanding and as a top 5 global LGBTQ*

executive role model,” said BCLP Co-Chairs Lisa Mayhew and Steve Baumer. “Daisy has helped

spearhead our approach to LGBTQ* inclusion for over a decade and her efforts extend far beyond

our firm. Both Daisy and our firm continue to strive for global LGBTQ* inclusion in the workplace

and beyond and Daisy’s ranking is testament to that.”
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MEET THE TEAM
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